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                  Embrace Your Inner Oasis

                
                
                  Exquisitely Luxurious 5-Star Resort With the Comfort of Private Pool Away from Home
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                    Welcome to The 5-Star Grand Lexis® Port Dickson Hotel

                
                
                
                    An oceanfront paradise of Balinese-inspired water villas with private pool, equipped with world-class amenities and facilities, surrounded by tropical bliss.



Guests looking to enjoy the peace and tranquility of seclusion amidst nature, while still being pampered in the ultimate comfort of an elegant seaside hotel in Port Dickson with resplendent design and décor, would undoubtedly find themselves right at home in the private pool villas of Grand Lexis Port Dickson, Malaysia.



There’s no better place to wake up to a spectacular view of the sea and be lulled into dream land by the crisp sound of rolling waves, then spend the time in between basking in the sunshine on the warm golden sand and frolicking in the lush greenery of the surrounding terrain of this Port Dickson luxury hotel.



Revel in the best of indoor-outdoor living as you immerse in the luxury of your own private pool, open air shower, private landscaped garden, sea-facing balcony, and clear glass flooring panel where you can see the shimmering seawater right below you. Our exceptional collection of 323 villas is also linked by spacious boardwalks along sweeping vistas of the open sea. With state-of-the-art amenities and facilities, Grand Lexis Port Dickson mixes business with leisure as it can cater for a multitude of events, conventions, seminars, wedding functions and meetings of varying magnitude and nature.



This charming 5-star hotel in Port Dickson is accessible via the north-south Expressway as well as the Port Dickson-Seremban Highway, and the average travelling time from Kuala Lumpur to Port Dickson takes approximately an hour. Located near Lukut Town, Grand Lexis Port Dickson is just minutes away from Port Dickson Town and easily connects to various popular places of interest.



                
                
            

                            
        

    



		

    
        

                

    




    




    
        
            
                
                
                Discover the Lexis Experience
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                                    Sky Pool Villa                            

                        
                Each of the 1,216 sq ft Sky Pool Villas comes with 2 King beds which can fit 4 adults comfortably. Each villa also comes with a private pool with garden featuring multi-folding doors that allow guests the freedom to merge different spaces together and let more natural light in. There’s also a dry kitchenette where guests can perform simple food preparation, as well as a couch and coffee table set where they can lounge and enjoy some light food and drinks together.
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        Rates from  xxxx$
    

                                                                                                                                                
                    Book now            
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                                    Premier Suite - 2 Bedrooms                            

                        
                Each of the 1,495 sq ft Premier Suites features 2 bedrooms for extra privacy and personal space, each comes with a large king size bed. This elegant suite is enrobed in a bright, cheerful tone and is equipped with quality furnishings and amenities for exceptional comfort and convenience. The spacious outdoor private pool area is perfect for some splashing fun under the sun or private pool-side picnic and high-tea.
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        Rates from  xxxx$
    

                                                                                                                                                
                    Book now            
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                                    Deluxe Pool Villa                             

                        
                Perfect for sole travelers or couples who prefer a more intimate experience, each of the 667 sq ft Deluxe Pool Villas comes with a king size bed which can accommodate 2 adults, and a semi-outdoor private pool amidst a mini landscaped garden.
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        Rates from  xxxx$
    

                                                                                                                                                
                    Book now            
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                                    Deluxe Suite                            

                        
                Each of the 828 sq ft Deluxe Suites features 2 comfy king size beds which can fit 4 adults comfortably. This aesthetically pleasing suite is enrobed in a bright, cheerful tone and is well-equipped with practical furnishings and amenities for exceptional comfort and convenience. The outdoor private pool area is tastefully decorated and surrounded by lush greenery to create the perfect summer vacation ambience.
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                                    Grand Garden Pool Villa (Upper Unit)                            

                        
                Located on the first floor of a double storey unit, each of the 1,312 sq ft Grand Garden Pool Villas comes with 2 king size beds which can fit 4 adults comfortably. A carpeted corner of the room is also furnished with an elegant couch and coffee table set perfect for lounging while enjoying coffee or tea together. Each unit has a landscaped garden which leads to the outdoor infinity pool where guests can enjoy a refreshing dip under the blue sky.
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        Rates from  xxxx$
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                                    Grand Garden Pool Villa (Lower Unit)                            

                        
                Located on the ground floor of a double storey unit, each of the 1,291 sq ft Grand Garden Pool Villas comes with 2 king size beds which can fit 4 adults comfortably. A carpeted corner of the room is also furnished with an elegant couch and coffee table set perfect for lounging while enjoying coffee or tea together. Each unit also comes with a covered pool for optimum privacy and indulgence.
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        Rates from  xxxx$
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                                    Garden Pool Villa (Upper Unit)                            

                        
                Located on the first floor of a double storey unit, each of the 897 sq ft Garden Pool Villas comes with 2 king size beds which can fit 4 adults comfortably. Each unit comes with a separate bathroom and toilet, as well as a private landscaped garden which leads to the outdoor infinity pool overlooking a splendid view of the resort and its surrounding terrain.
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                                    Garden Pool Villa (Lower Unit)                            

                        
                Located on the ground floor of a double storey unit, each of the 874 sq ft Garden Pool Villas comes with 2 king beds which can fit 4 adults comfortably. Located on land, each unit comes with a covered pool for optimum privacy and indulgence. There’s also a dry kitchenette where guests can perform light meal preparations and dine.
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        Rates from  xxxx$
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                                    Grand Pool Villa (Upper Unit)                            

                        
                Located on the first floor of a double storey unit, each of the 1,312 sq ft Grand Pool Villas comes with two king size beds within a luxuriously furnished living space. An elegant couch and coffee table set occupies a carpeted corner of the room where guests can sit back and enjoy a nice chat over coffee or tea. There’s also a dry kitchenette where guests can perform some light meal preparations. The highlight of the villa is the outdoor infinity pool where guests can sunbath while enjoying a relaxing dip overlooking the sea water below.
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        Rates from  xxxx$
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                                    Grand Pool Villa (Lower Unit)                            

                        
                Located on the ground floor of a double storey unit, each of the 1,291 sq ft Grand Pool Villas comes with two king size beds within a luxuriously furnished living space. An elegant couch and coffee table set occupies a carpeted corner of the room where guests can sit back and enjoy a nice chat over coffee or tea. There’s also a teak patio dining set right next to the covered private pool so guests can opt for private poolside high-tea or dining.
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                                    Premium Pool Villa                            

                        
                Each of the 1,040 sq ft Premium Pool Villas comes with 2 king beds in an elegant and generously airy living space which can cosily fit 4 adults. Each villa has a private pool right next to a mini landscaped garden that has a beautiful view of the sea, so guests can sunbath while enjoying a cooling soak in the pool overlooking the blue sea and sky.
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                                    Executive Pool Villa                            

                        
                Each of the 826 sq ft Executive Pool Villas comes with 2 king beds which can fit up to 4 adults comfortably. This villa boasts a spacious living space and a semi-outdoor private pool featuring multi-folding doors which give guests the option of merging different spaces together to allow an even distribution of natural light.
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                                    Sky Pool Grand Villa - 2-Bedroom Suite                            

                        
                Each of the 1,861 sq ft Sky Pool Grand Villas comes with 2 separate bedrooms for extra privacy. The two bedrooms come with 2 king size beds and 1 king size bed respectively, making the Sky Pool Grand Villa the best option for families or bigger groups as it can accommodate 6 persons comfortably. Its spacious living space includes a private pool with a landscaped garden, as well as a dry kitchenette where guests can prepare and serve simple meals.
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    Roselle Coffee House  

    
    Make sure to bring your appetite with you whenever you visit this all-day dining restaurant, as you will be amazed by the multitude of tempting local and international cuisines served fresh daily. 
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    UMI Japanese Restaurant  

    
    Emphasizing on taste, presentation, freshness and style, UMI Japanese Restaurant serves favourites from the Land of the Rising Sun. Delight in perennial favourites such as sushi, sashimi, tempura and other seasonal specialties specially prepared for your dining pleasure.
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    Lanun Restaurant & Bar  

    
    For those who are looking to have a groovy time with friends, or to make new friends over a drink or two, Lanun Restaurant & Bar is certainly the right place to be. Not only is there a bar where you can sit back and enjoy specially concocted cocktails, mocktails or other beverages of choice, there’s also a dance floor where you can bust a move or two to live band performances. 
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    Pool Cafe  

    
    Not only is Pool Café the perfect spot to lay back and do some poolside chilling, it’s also the best place to enjoy some light bites after a few invigorating laps in the outdoor swimming pool. 
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            Indoor Facilities
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            Outdoor Facilities
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                Meetings & Events
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    Bunga Raya Meeting Rooms  

    
    Three meeting rooms of varying sizes are ready to cater to smaller scale meetings according to your specific needs. The meeting rooms can accommodate 60 to 100 persons theatre style. 
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    Bunga Raya Grand Ballroom  

    
    The Bunga Raya Grand Ballroom measures 6,920 sq ft and can accommodate up to 650 persons theatre style, or 400 persons for a banquet. Equipped with up-to-date audio-visual facilities, the ballroom can be partitioned into four separate rooms. It is perfect for weddings, meetings and various events. There is also a VIP holding room for the comfort and privacy of important guests and dignitaries.
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        Direct Booker Benefit              
    

      
    
      Book direct through our sites for guaranteed lowest room prices!



*Terms and Conditions Apply.
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        Book Best Flexible Rate              
    

      
    
      Book your stay through our website now to enjoy the Best Flexible Rates.



*Terms and Conditions Apply.
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            What to Expect and Prepare when You Travel to Port Dickson
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            9 Best Things To Do In Port Dickson
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            What is there to do at Grand Lexis Port Dickson?
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          Celebrate the season with a Malaysian twist        

        
          Experience Malaysia during the Christmas holiday season for an enchanting experience like no other, where festive cheer fills the air and vibrant celebrations light up the country.
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          Malaysia Aims to Surpass Pre-Covid Tourist Arrivals in 2024        

        
          Positively equipped with better flight connectivity, revenge travel in the post-pandemic era, and increasing numbers of potential visitors from prominent countries like China and India, Malaysia is well on its way to top the pre-pandemic level of 26.1 million seen in 2019.
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          Lexis Hotel Group’s Striking Brand Presence at MotoGP 2023        

        
          Lexis Hotel Group accelerated into the fast lane of motorsports racing alongside other prominent brands, taking center stage at the nation's biggest and most prestigious motorsports event – the Petronas Grand Prix of Malaysia.
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          Lexis Hotels and Resorts Shines at the 17th World Luxury Hotel Awards Gala        

        
          Lexis Hotels and Resorts, the distinguished Malaysian hospitality brand, achieved remarkable acclaim with 9 award wins at the 17th annual World Luxury Hotel Awards Gala Ceremony held in Greece on October 28, 2023.
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          Malaysia is Well On Track to Surpass International Tourist Arrival Target         

        
          According to Tourism Malaysia Director-General Datuk Dr. Ammar Abdul Ghapar, Malaysia is predicted to welcome up to 18 million visitors by the end of 2023.
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GRAND LEXIS PORT DICKSON


"Pool Villa - great space n good value"


Another staycation at this very nice hotel/water villas and. Chalets. A villa with a pool. 2 huge beds - just nice for 4 persons. Very spacious room, living hall, toilets and a whole private pool to yourself (indoors and away from the sun and outside weather). Check in was fast. Helpful staff drove us to our villa by buggy. Ample parking for car. Japanese restaurant, cake shop, convenience and gift shop at lobby. Room Service available. You also get a taste of the wind, waves and rustic environment. Place was fully booked yet it quiet. Very nice hotel indeed. Their staff even wash your car for free. A much needed wash after driving over 300kms . Strongly recommend you try. Good value.



    
        ngofam 
        Singapore 
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GRAND LEXIS PORT DICKSON


"Good Environment and Relax"


Best Hotel for relax your head from work and family trip because have private pool and nice environment . It's also have kids activities . The Room was nice and cleans This is my 3rd times stay at this hotel on holiday



    
        aimie321986 
        Malaysia 
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GRAND LEXIS PORT DICKSON


"Service & Hospitality"


Checked in 24/3 and checked out 26/3.


Time well spent with my beloved family.


Grand lexis is the place to spent time with your beloved family. 5 stars for their service. Thanks to one of their staff name Emir, a cute guy with his smile and soft spoken. He is so friendly and guided me what to do at Grand Lexis. He showed me the spa, the game room and others. Thank you Emir! Hope to see you again.


The best ever breakfast I ever had. Eat till you bloated.


THANK YOU GRAND LEXIS. We had so much fun!



    
        nikkkfahmi97 
        Malaysia 
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GRAND LEXIS PORT DICKSON


"Short Gateaway"


Good hotel services with friendly staff, great facilities and awesome breakfast buffet. We really love the pool inside the room, it was privacy. Just us. We did small birthday party here. It was great and memorable time. Will come again, definitely.



    
        zmarlyda 
        Malaysia 
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GRAND LEXIS PORT DICKSON


"Excellent weekend retreat"


We stayed at the premium lower ground villa. It was just simply awesome. The room is huge with comfortable 2 king size beds, a kitchenette, a walk-in wardrobe toilet facilities. The room and pool were spick and span. It was exactly as advertised. The selections of breakfast was also very good with fresh pastries baked on the spot, eggs station, pancake station and even indian tosei station. We enjoyed our one night stay and hope to repeat our stay here again



    
        sharifahb2015 
        Malaysia 
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